functionalized cantilever from the mucin coated surface. The curve is comprised of two distinct parts; that is the approaching and the retraction part. The retraction part carries the characteristic detachment "signature" of the micro-particle from the mucin from which all the features are extracted. During retraction, the mucin polymers attached onto the particles are stretched opposing the detachment of the cantilever. This causes the cantilever to deflect towards the surface. The deflection is then translated into force using the spring constant value, k, of the cantilever (the negative sign represents that force is acting towards the surface). When the force overcomes a maximum value, some of the molecules eventually detach resulting in a sharp peak which is followed by another peak as new mucin molecules attached to the particles are being exposed to the force. The process is repeated until there are no more molecules attached to the cantilever and the deflection has return to 0.
